DRef-14 – Director Reference Sheet – Setting up Feedback Forms.
Steps Action

What it looks like

1.
Click the View all placement requests
link in the sidebar
This will navigate to the Placement
Requests Screen.

2.
Find the Placement group you want to set
up feedback forms for and click the View
button.

3.

In the Placement Request Decision screen, click on the Feedback Form Settings tab and answer the four
questions.
The first question (1.) determines is feedback forms are generated or not. If No is chosen, no other question
becomes active.
The second question (2.) determines if a feedback form is generated every shift or every one or more weeks.
Choose Yes for every shift, or No for a weekly cycle of feedback forms.
The third (3.) and fourth (4.) questions only become active if No is chosen for question 2. Choose between a 1
to 10 week cycle for how often the form generates, and a day of the week for when the form will generate in
each cycle.
Click the Save button when complete.
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4.

Clicking on the Feedback Form Questions tab displays the Supervisor and Student Questions that will be
generated for each form.
You can:
- Add a question by typing in the question in the text field, choosing an answer type from the drop down list
and clicking the Add button.
- Remove a question by clicking the at the end of the question you wish to remove.
- Change the order of the questions by clicking the to move that question up the order by 1 place.
The answer types are:
- Numeric: Respondent types in any number.
- Comment: Respondent types in to a free text field.
- Likert scale: Respondent chooses one option from Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree and
Strongly Agree.
- Yes/no: Respondent chooses either yes or no.
- True/False: Respondent chooses either true or false.

5.

Note:
Feedback Form settings and questions default to have the same settings and questions as the Placement
Request:
a. With a matching Student Group assigned; AND
b. It has been Approved; AND
c. Has the most recent Submitted by date.
Updating the Feedback Form settings and questions will update the default if the Placement Request updated
matches this criteria.
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